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Ms Owolabi would like to say a massive thank you to all the Nursery children for sending her so many fantastic photos of
their home learning and really engaging in the work. Also for tuning in to her phonics and reading YouTube videos.
Value Award Winner: the Whole Class! Well Done, Nursery!
Liana

Mia

Howard

Yakup

Alex

Samia

Isra

Hesam

Reception have been busy this week, learning how to write sentences, subtract numbers, as well as carrying out some
science experiments. They have also been learning about ‘people who help us!’ To celebrate the end of their learning this
half term they had a fancy dress/funky hairstyle Zoom party where they played 'Go Fetch' and ‘Musical Statues!’
Value Award Winner: Victor
Lou

Marina

Zoom party!

Asmaa

Year 1 created fox dens based on their learning about The Fox and the Star. The children learnt about habitats, diet and
the appearance of foxes in order to write fact files and used this information to create their dens!
Value Award Winners: Loaira and Alioune
Deeqa

Alioune

Sofia E

Safiya S
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Year 2 had a Teddy Bears’ Picnic this week for their
Zoom call! They all brought along a cuddly toy and
discussed why they were their favourite. Some children
showed their teddy bears that they have had since they
were a baby and some even showed the teddy bears
their parents had as a baby. Wow! Thank you to
everyone who has been joining. It makes us all so
happy!
Value Award Winners: Duarte for last week and Ianis for
this week
Year 3 have been very busy. They were completing the postcard challenge. Mr Carter asked Year 3 to research, design,
create, and write their own postcards. Here are just a few of the postcards that have been sent in.
Award Winner: Ioana
Iqlas

Aimee

Ioana

Abdur-Rahmaan

Year 4 continue to blow Mrs Grippman away with all the amazing extra curricular activities. She has seen children growing
broccoli and cress, build rocket ships from cardboard, conduct their own science experiments in their living rooms and so
much more. Have a look below at the Lego model of the Year 4 classroom built by Eloise. Mrs Grippman is in the top
corner facing the computer and Mr Naismith & Mr Finney are there too on the left front corner! Below is photo of a frozen
nature egg; Odri used egg shell, things from nature and water, popped it in the freezer and then peeled it off. She had so
much fun exploring and for that reason she is Mrs Grippman's value award winner!
Value Award Winners: Maddie and Odri
Odri

Eloise
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Last week’s Value Award Winner was Suhaila. She amazed Mrs Sultan with her cooking skills and how she related
everything back to maths and fractions! This week’s Value Award Winner is Bruno. He has been making an
excellent effort in completing all his work set by Mrs Sultan and she has enjoyed marking it!
Suhaila

Year 6 really enjoyed their Zoom quiz this week. The Y6 team were particularly impressed with David and Waheed's
general knowledge. Well done boys! As always, it was lovely to see you all.
This week Mrs Aseratti and Ms Woodcock have been really inspired with the amount of children completing their home
learning. Ebonye has been working extremely hard with her home learning. Below is an example of her work alongside
some English work from Kayden and Talha. We are sending Kayden a book prize this week as he has completed the most
work and is always consistent.
Value Award Winners: Bobbi for last week and Ebonye for this week!
Kayden

Talha

Ebonye

Ms Woodcock was very impressed with the story written last week by Alaa in Year 2.
Congratulations, you are Ms Woodcock's competition winner this week!
You will be receiving a book in the post very shortly.
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